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VILLAGE OF GLENCOE 
PLAN COMMISSION 

 
Meeting Minutes 

November 9, 2016 
 

1. CALL TO ORDER 
 

A regular meeting of the Plan Commission of the Village of Glencoe, Cook County was 
called to order by Chairman Thomas in the Village Hall Council Chamber at 7:05 
p.m. on the 9th day of November 2016. 

 
2. ROLL CALL 

 
The following were present: 

 

Caren Thomas, Chairman, Public-at-Large Representative 
  Barbara Miller, Vice-Chairman, Village Board Representative 
  Louis Goldman, Glencoe Public Library Representative 
  Ed Goodale, Public-at-Large Representative  
  Bruce Huvard, Public-at-Large Representative (Arrived 7:25 p.m.) 

  Marya Morris, Public-at-Large Representative 
  Dudley Onderdonk, Glencoe Park District Representative 
  Gary Ruben, School District #35 Representative 
  Tom Scheckelhoff, Historic Preservation Commission Representative 
 

The following were absent: 
  
  None 
 

The following were also present: 
  
Philip Kiraly, Village Manager 
Cary Lewandowski, Director of Public Safety 
David Mau, Director of Public Works 
Sharon Tanner, Assistant Village Manager 
Nathan Parch, Planning & Development Administrator 
Lee Brown, Village Planner 

 
3. CONSIDER THE SEPTEMBER 28, 2016 PLAN COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES 

 
The minutes from the September 28, 2016 Plan Commission meeting were approved. 
 

4. PUBLIC COMMENT TIME 
 

None   
 
5. PUBLIC HEARING FOR CONSIDERATION OF PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE 

VILLAGE OF GLENCOE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN, SPECIFICALLY CHAPTER 10 OF 
THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN CONCERNING THE DOWNTOWN SUBAREA 
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Chairman Caren Thomas and Village Planner Lee Brown presented to attendees a 
summary of the planning process and the findings and recommendations included in 
the Draft Downtown Plan (Chapter 10 of the Comprehensive Plan). 
 
Chairman Thomas reviewed the three-year planning process that began with 
studying the history of downtown. Additional steps included: walking the downtown 
area; identifying strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT); 
visioning; hosting seven expert panels; providing various opportunities for public 
engagement; preparing white papers on economic sustainability, parking, and urban 
form; evaluating aspirational concepts and models for possible redevelopment of 
Village-owned properties; and hosting two community open houses. Part of the 
public engagement program included the development of a project website and 
companion mobile app for the community to follow along and participate in the 
planning process. Chairman Thomas shared that the project website had 16,300 
page views and 4,800 unique visitors.  
   

Chairman Thomas stated that the Plan Commission concluded its planning process 
on July 27, 2016 and presented the Draft Downtown Plan to the Village Board at a 
workshop meeting on August 31, 2016, at which time the Village Board was 
supportive of the plan with no changes. The Village Board determined that the Plan 
Commission should host the public hearing to receive public comment on the draft 
plan and to decide if additional amendments were necessary based on feedback 
received from the community. Chairman Thomas stated that Trustee Mulvaney asked 
for the draft plan to be reviewed by the Public Safety Department, the Public Works 
Department, and the Historic Preservation Commission and for their comments to be 
shared as part of the public hearing. 
 
Village Planner Lee Brown summarized the five sections of the draft plan: 
 

1) Section One: Economic Sustainability 
2) Section Two: A Strong Sense of Place 
3) Section Three: Publicly Owned Property 
4) Section Four: Public Infrastructure Supporting Downtown 
5) Section Five: The Village’s Role in Downtown 

 
Mr. Brown commented that the planning process was a journey. The anticipated plan 
- a traditional land use plan - was different from the final product.  
 
Mr. Brown noted that the Plan Commission concluded early in the planning process 
that the downtown was not broken and not in need of wholesale change, thus the 
scope of work was a “tuneup”.  

  
Mr. Brown reviewed the following Plan Commission recommendations included in the 
Draft Downtown Plan: 
 

 Downtown is right-sized in terms of offering the character and sense of place 
found to be most important. The Plan Commission supported the current 
boundaries of downtown and determined that bigger is not better. 
 

 Downtown has a comfortable scale, particularly those blocks on Park Avenue 
from Vernon to the east. The proportion of street width to building height 
creates the sense of an “outdoor room” that should be replicated to other areas 
downtown. 
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 Downtown is not just a commercial district. There is a long tradition of 
bringing culture to the community started by Woman’s Library Club. There is 
a connection between the support for the arts and other uses. Restaurants are 
a form of entertainment. 

 
 Downtown functions as its own economic ecosystem and can’t compete with 

big boxes like Target or Costco. However, downtown Glencoe sets itself apart 
from other areas with its unique stores, services provided, and the character of 
the district. 

 
 Downtown should be accessible, visible, and walkable. Wayfinding signage is 

needed, but should be done in a coordinated way that does not create visual 
clutter. 

 
 Parking will always be a concern in a successful downtown. The Village should 

be vigilant in terms of understanding parking issues and working to address 

them. More can be done to maximize the convenience of existing parking 
resources within and adjacent to downtown.  

 
 Improvements to public spaces (Wyman Green and Tudor Court) will enhance 

community character and reinforce the strong sense of place. 
 

 The area South of Hazel (“SOHA”) feels disconnected from the rest of 
downtown. The area is unattractive and at the same time, it serves as the 
southern gateway into downtown. 

 
Mr. Brown explained that the Plan Commission explored the potential integration of 
SOHA more successfully and appropriately into the rest of downtown should there 
ever be a proposal to develop all or any portion of the area. This exercise was done by 
studying prototypes of hypothetical development scenarios and preparing planning 
guidelines to manage any future changes to these properties. Mr. Brown reviewed the 
11 planning guidelines prepared by the Plan Commission as part of this process. Mr. 
Brown stated that, following the open houses, the Plan Commission concluded the 
planning guidelines should apply to all of downtown, and not be limited only to 
SOHA.  

 
Chairman Thomas noted that the Plan Commissioners developed a strong consensus 
during the planning process in terms of priorities. Each of the priorities was 
explained as follows: 

 
1) Tudor Court – Create a special sense of place through streetscape 

improvements. The north end of downtown should be special. 
2) Wyman Green – Provide for more active, multi-purpose enjoyment of the 

space. 
3) Strengthen the pedestrian connection between Park Avenue and Tudor Court. 
4) Review existing regulations to ensure they are not overly cumbersome and 

that they are current with the way business is conducted today. Be business 
friendly. 

5) Adopt a comprehensive wayfinding plan.  
 

Chairman Thomas asked for staff to share their comments on the Draft Downtown 
Plan. 
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Mr. Brown stated that he met with the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) on 
October 4, 2016 to review the Draft Downtown Plan. Mr. Brown highlighted two 
suggested corrections to the text as a result of that meeting:  
 

 Page 8, Rearrange first sentence of third paragraph and add the text 
“historically significant architecture”: 
 
“The plan presents a strategy that capitalizes on Glencoe’s unique character, location, 
and local resources, particularly its historically significant architecture, and its strength 
in arts and culture, in support of businesses that effectively capitalize on four primary 
markets.” 

 
 Page 12, Add the text “The historically significant architecture in Glencoe” to 

the fourth sentence of the first paragraph: 
 

“The historically significant architecture in Glencoe, the Chicago Botanic Garden, 
Ravinia, exceptional golf courses and other amenities nearby contribute to the regional 

draw of Downtown as a destination.” 

 
Members of the Plan Commission were supportive of the corrections recommended 
by the HPC and agreed they should be incorporated into the final text. 
 
Mr. Brown briefly commented on a recent meeting with property owner Kevin 
Campbell, 341 Hazel Avenue, regarding Mr. Campbell’s question about the graphic of 
the screening wall shown on page 25 of the plan. It was clarified that illustrations in 
the plan are aspirational and conceptual and intended to illustrate certain principles 
and values.  
 
Village Manager Philip Kiraly read a statement noting his support of the plan (see 
attached). Mr. Kiraly introduced Public Works Director David Mau and Public Safety 
Director Cary Lewandowski. 

 
Mr. Mau read a statement noting his support of the plan and remarking that current 
service levels provided by the Public Works Department will not be impacted by the 
plan’s recommendations (see attached). 
 
Mr. Lewandowski read a statement noting his support of the plan and remarking 
that current service levels provided by the Public Safety Department will not be 
impacted by the plan’s recommendations (see attached). 
 
Chairman Thomas asked Commissioners to highlight a priority or an element of the 
plan that particularly resonated with them. 
 
Commissioner Onderdonk – Citizens want a plan that reflects the quality of the rest 
of the Village. Change is happening now – new businesses, restaurants, etc. 
Highlights are the concepts for underutilized resources – Public Works 
Garage/Village properties, walkable design, and opportunity to transform Tudor 
Court.  
 
Commissioner Ruben – This group has gone quite a ways to study the south end of 
downtown in development of guidelines. A priority is the walkway next to the bank 
drive-through, which is becoming more and more traveled. The existing conditions 
are not attractive or inviting.  
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Commissioner Goodale – As long as we have a perception of a parking problem, we 
have a parking problem. Need to work on changing this impression. Priorities include 
improvement to Hazel Avenue/Green Bay Trail crossing in the future and an 
expansion of public art. 
 
Commissioner Goldman – Wyman Green is an untapped resource. It is plain and 
doesn’t attract people. A priority is improvement to Wyman Green in a “Glencoe-
specific” way with coordination between the Village and Library on a plan. Secondary 
gateways could be improved, specifically at Green Bay Road and Temple Court. 
 
Vice-Chairman Miller – Economic sustainability - a lot of strategy included there. The 
plan doesn’t overthink or out plan the business district in terms of economic 
sustainability. A highlight is the concept of sustainability is woven throughout the 
document. Has a vision of leveraging all cultural and experiential attractions in terms 
of sustainability. 
 

Commissioner Huvard – Highlights include the analysis about scale of the Village, 
steps taken to understand what makes retail area successful, and the “outdoor 
room” concept. The Plan Commission now has a new tool – the Downtown Plan – in 
reviewing proposed developments. Hopes to improve walkability score. 
 
Commissioner Morris – Reinforced the importance of the planning guidelines, which 
are central to the work of the Commission, particularly in terms of any future 
development. A highlight is the recommendation for wayfinding signage, specifically 
for new visitors to Glencoe. Supports review of existing sign regulations. Use park 
district as role model for implementation guidelines. 
 
Commissioner Scheckelhoff – A priority is to improve the appearance of the Temple 
Court parking lot (both short-term and long-term improvements). Attractive 
wayfinding signage will help in terms of finding parking. 
 
Chairman Thomas asked for comments from the Public. 
 
Peter Van Vechten, 1023 Meadow Road, read a letter of support on behalf of the 
Glencoe Historical Society (see attached).   
 
Vice-Chairman Miller read a statement in support of the plan from Sally Sprowl, 
Executive Director of the Glencoe Chamber of Commerce (see attached).  
 
Chairman Thomas stated that an email was received from former Village Trustee Joe 
Keefe, 411 Randolph Street, strongly supporting the initiatives included in the plan, 
specifically the establishment of guidelines for potential development and prototype 
site plans for the Village-owned properties at the southern end of downtown.  
 
Chairman Thomas stated that a letter was received from Joseph Chmiel, 757 
Greenleaf Avenue, who wanted the proposed planning guidelines in the plan to apply 
to the new Writers Theatre building. Chairman Thomas clarified that Writers Theatre 
is located within a residential zoning district and is thereby not required to go 
through the design review process. 
 
Following discussion, it was moved and seconded to refer the Draft Downtown Plan 
back to the Village Board for adoption with the addition of the suggested corrections 
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from the Historic Preservation Commission and with the inclusion of the letters of 
support to the public record. The motion was approved by the following vote: 
 
AYES: Goldman, Goodale, Huvard, Miller, Morris, Onderdonk, Ruben, 

Scheckelhoff, and Thomas 
NAYS:  None 
ABSTAIN: None 
ABSENT: None 

 
6. STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS  

   
Commissioner Ruben stated that the School and Park Districts were partnering on a 
plan for West Park. 

 
Commissioner Onderdonk shared the details for the rededication of Liza’s Gazebo at 
Kalk Park. 

 
7. SCHEDULE NEXT MEETING OF THE PLAN COMMISSION  

 
The Plan Commission agreed to cancel the December meeting unless there was new 
business to discuss.  

 
8. ADJOURNMENT 
 

The meeting was adjourned at 8:32 p.m. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
Nathan Parch  
Planning & Development Administrator   
















